Behavior Management

Limits are necessary to maintain safety, protect health and guard the rights of others. Those who are unable to follow these guidelines will be expected to explain their behavior and accept the consequences of their actions.

Barry Conservation 4-H Camp Behavior Management Procedures are as follows:

- Upon incident of misbehavior, counselor, unit leader, or program leader will encourage appropriate behavior through positive reinforcement, discussion, time away from group activities and/or participation in a camp improvement project.
- If a behavior management plan is submitted to camp for the child, every attempt will be made to follow the recommendations.
- If misbehavior continues, the issue will be brought to the attention of the camp director who will then call the parent to discuss possible behavior management options.
- Unreasonable behavior problems or actions that are deemed to put the child, other campers, staff members, or camp in danger will result in the camper's dismissal from camp. This includes not following UNH Cooperative Extension 4-H COVID protocols.

Camper's Name: _____________________________________

Camper's Signature: _________________________________ Date: _____________

As a parent or guardian of ___________________________, I have read the Code of Conduct and will support the adults in charge, in the performance of their responsibilities, to see that appropriate behavior is maintained throughout the camp program.

Parent/Guardian’s Name: ____________________________

Parent/Guardian’s Signature: _________________________ Date: _____________
Barry Conservation 4-H Camp

Code of Conduct

New Hampshire 4-H Camp offers fun and educational programs. We strive to give each child a positive and enriching camp experience. Each camper is an important part of our camp.

To serve our diverse camper population, we must ensure each camper behave in a respectful and cooperative manner. Barry Conservation 4-H Camp follows the CHARACTER COUNTS! guidelines based on six pillars of character.

**Trustworthiness**
Be honest and truthful when speaking with fellow campers and staff members. Accept the consequences of your actions and learn from your mistakes.

**Respect**
Be respectful of others and their belongings. Treat the camp facilities, equipment, vehicles and groups with respect and care. You will be responsible for any damage, theft or misconduct in which you participate.

**Responsibility**
Follow camp directions and be in the assigned program area at all times. Know the use of tobacco, alcohol, non-prescribed drugs, fireworks and weapons is illegal and prohibited.

**Fairness**
Refrain from abusive actions such as fighting, hitting, teasing, bullying, and use of inappropriate language. Keep an open line of communication with staff members. If you have a problem, or issue, please inform a staff member directly and immediately.

**Caring**
Reach out to include others as a part of the group. Treat others as you would like to be treated.

**Citizenship**
Be ready to participate and try new things. Have a positive attitude and smile throughout your camp stay.

*As a Barry Conservation 4-H Camper, you are expected to conduct yourself in a manner that will bring honor to you, your family and your camp.*